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“FACE Entrepreneurship” is holding a networking event to address the social fears young
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To help young entrepreneurs deal with and overcome these fears, an encouraging networking event
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will be moderated by Jan Sekerka, Audience Marketing Manager at Microsoft.
Attendance to the event is free; just register here: FACE Prague
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After Madrid, the project will travel to 6 Europea
entrepreneurs (London, Dublin, Prague, Munich
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initiative through its companies Efecto Global an
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“FACE Prague. Umh! I have something to tell you” is the fourth offline event of a European tour
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organized by FACE Entrepreneurship, a project funded by the European
Commission
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The digital platform is based on gamification dynamics that help engaging users
offering them
FACE while
Entrepreneurship
programme for the Sou
prize-winning contest such as trips and tickets to events, devices and guided visits to consolidated
startups, among many others to come. The "board game" represents the “road to entrepreneurship”
that any entrepreneur would follow in the process of converting its idea into a product or service fit
for the market and there users have access to a wide range of audiovisual content and activities to
participate in. Moreover, a European tour of 7 offline events in different cities is ongoing.
Grupo Secuoya is coordinating the project with the support of Telefonica Open Future and Microsoft
Bizspark.
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www.face-entrepreneurship.eu

